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SUPERCONDUCTING PHASE-CONTROLLED HYSTERETIC MAGNETIC JOSEPHSON JUNCTION JMRAM MEMORY CELL

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 14/854994, filed 15 September 2015, which is incorporated herein in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates generally to quantum and classical digital superconducting circuits, and specifically to a superconducting phase-controlled hysteretic magnetic Josephson junction JMRAM memory cell.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Superconducting digital technology has provided computing and/or communications resources that benefit from unprecedented high speed, low power dissipation, and low operating temperature. For decades, superconducting digital technology has lacked random-access memory (RAM) with adequate capacity and speed relative to logic circuits. This has been a major obstacle to industrialization for current applications of superconducting technology in telecommunications and signal intelligence, and can be especially forbidding for high-end and quantum computing. All concepts currently considered for superconducting memory have been based on quantization of magnetic flux quanta in a superconducting inductive loop. Such memories can be readily adapted to high speed register files given a foundry process with adequate yield, but can never achieve the integration density of complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS), as they are fundamentally limited by the size of the inductive loop. One hybrid memory solution has been proposed where the memory core implements CMOS technology and the bit-line detection is done with Josephson devices. However, such a configuration yields only nominally higher performance than standard CMOS and suffers from relatively high power dissipation for a cryogenic environment.
SUMMARY

[0004] One embodiment describes a JMRAM memory cell system. The system includes a phase hysteretic magnetic Josephson junction (PHMJJ) that stores one of a first binary state and a second binary state in response to a write current provided during a data write operation and to provide a superconducting phase based on the stored digital state. The system also includes a directional write element configured to provide a directional bias current during the data write operation to provide the superconducting phase of the PHMJJ in a predetermined direction corresponding to the first binary state. The system further includes at least one Josephson junction having a critical current that is based on the superconducting phase of the PHMJJ and being configured to provide an output corresponding to the stored digital state in response to a read current that is provided during a read operation.

[0005] Another aspect of the present invention includes a method for writing a digital state to a JMRAM memory cell in a JMRAM system during a data write operation. The method includes generating a word-write current on a word-write line to select a respective one of a plurality of rows of an array of JMRAM memory cells. Each of the JMRAM memory cells comprises a PHMJJ that is magnetically coupled to the word-write line and to a bit-write line and that is configured to store the digital state corresponding to one of a first binary state and a second binary state. The method also includes generating a bit-write current on the bit-write line associated with each of a plurality of columns of the array of JMRAM memory cells, the digital state of the PHMJJ being set in response to the word-write current and the bit-write current. The method further includes generating a directional bias current through the PHMJJ in a predetermined direction, the directional bias current providing a superconducting phase of the PHMJJ in the predetermined direction corresponding to the first binary state.

[0006] Another aspect of the present invention includes a JMRAM memory array. The memory array includes a plurality of JMRAM memory cells. Each of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells includes a PHMJJ, a directional write element configured to provide a directional bias current during a data write operation to set the PHMJJ in a positive π-state corresponding to a first binary state, and at least one Josephson junction. The memory array also includes a
plurality of word-write lines each configured to conduct a respective word-write current that selects a given row of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells during the data write operation. The memory array also includes a plurality of bit-write lines each configured to conduct a respective bit-write current to write a digital state corresponding to one of a first binary state and a second binary state into the PHMJJ associated with each JMRAM memory cell of the given row of plurality of JMRAM memory cells, the PHMJJ being magnetically coupled to a respective one of the plurality of word-write lines and a respective one of the plurality of bit-write lines. The memory array also includes a plurality of word-read lines each configured to conduct a respective word-read current that selects a given row of plurality of JMRAM memory cells during a data read operation. The memory array further includes a plurality of bit-read lines each configured to conduct a respective bit-read current through each of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells in a given column. The at least one Josephson junction can provide an indication of the stored digital state during the data read operation in response to the word-read current, the bit-read current, and a superconducting phase provided by the PHMJJ.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a JMRAM memory cell.
[0008] FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a JMRAM memory cell circuit.
[0009] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a timing diagram.
[0010] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a diagram of readout of a JMRAM memory cell.
[0011] FIG. 5 illustrates another example of a diagram of readout of a JMRAM memory cell.
[0012] FIG. 6 illustrates another example of a JMRAM memory cell circuit.
[0013] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a Josephson magnetic random access memory (JMRAM) system.
[0014] FIG. 8 illustrates another example of a JMRAM system.
[0015] FIG. 9 illustrates an example of a method for writing a digital state to a JMRAM memory cell in a JMRAM system during a data write operation.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] The present invention relates generally to quantum and classical digital superconducting circuits, and specifically to a superconducting phase-controlled hysteretic magnetic Josephson junction JMRAM memory cell. The JMRAM system can implement an array of JMRAM memory cells that each includes a phase hysteretic magnetic Josephson junction (PHMJJ) that can be configured as including ferromagnetic materials in an associated barrier. As an example, the PHMJJ can be configured as a junction switchable between a zero state and a π-state that is configured to generate a superconducting phase based on the digital state stored therein. The JMRAM memory cells can also each include at least one Josephson junction (e.g., a pair of Josephson junctions in parallel with the PHMJJ). The PHMJJ can be configured to store a digital state corresponding to one of a first binary state (e.g., logic-1) or a second binary state (e.g., logic-0) in response to a word-write current and a bit-write current associated with the PHMJJ. For example, the first binary state can correspond to a positive π-state, in which a superconducting phase is provided. As an example, the word-write and bit-write currents can each be provided on dedicated word-write and bit-write lines, and can set the logic state of the PHMJJ based on respective current flow directions relative to each other. Moreover, to prevent the PHMJJ to be set to an undesired negative π-state, the PHMJJ can include a directional write element that is configured to generate a directional bias current through the PHMJJ during a data write operation. Thus, the PHMJJ can be forced into the positive π-state to provide the superconducting phase in a predetermined direction.

[0017] In addition, the PHMJJ of each of the JMRAM memory cells of the array can provide an indication of the stored digital state in response to a word-read current and a bit-read current. The superconducting phase can thus lower a critical current associated with the at least one Josephson junction of each of the JMRAM memory cells of a row of the array. Therefore, the word-read current and the bit-read current can be provided to trigger the Josephson junction(s) to change a voltage on the associated bit-read line based on the PHMJJ storing the first binary state, and to not trigger based on the PHMJJ storing a digital state corresponding to
the second binary state. Thus, the bit-read line can have a voltage having a magnitude that varies based on whether the digital state of the PHMJJ corresponds to the binary logic-1 state or the binary logic-0 state (e.g., between a non-zero and a zero amplitude). As described herein, the term "trigger" with respect to Josephson junctions describes the phenomenon of the Josephson junction generating a discrete voltage pulse in response to a current flow through the Josephson junction exceeding a critical current.

**[0018]** FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a JMRAM memory cell 10. As an example, the JMRAM memory cell 10 can correspond to one of a plurality of JMRAM memory cells that are arranged in an array as rows and columns, as described in greater detail herein. The JMRAM memory cell 10 includes a word-write line WLW and a word-read line WLR that each pass through the JMRAM memory cell 10. The word-write line WLW conducts a word-write current $I_{ww}$ during a data write operation and the word-read line WLR conducts a word-read current $I_{wr}$ during a data read operation. As an example, the word-write current $I_{ww}$ can correspond to a word-write current associated with a row of JMRAM memory cells in an array, and the word-read current $I_{wr}$ can correspond to a word-read current associated with the row of JMRAM memory cells in the array. For example, the word-write and word-read lines WLW and WLR can likewise be coupled to adjacent JMRAM memory cells in a given row on either side of the JMRAM memory cell 10. Thus, the word-read and word-write currents $I_{ww}$ and $I_{wr}$ flow through all of the JMRAM memory cell systems in the row, including the JMRAM memory cell 10, during the respective data write and data read operations.

**[0019]** Similarly, the JMRAM memory cell 10 includes a bit-write line BLW and a bit-read line BLR that each pass through the JMRAM memory cell 10. The bit-write line BLW conducts a bit-write current $I_{bw}$ during the data write operation and the bit-read line BLR conducts a bit-read current $I_{br}$. As an example, the bit-read current $I_{br}$ can be provided on the bit-read line BLR substantially constantly, and not just during data read operations. For example, the bit-write current $I_{bw}$ can correspond to a bit-write current associated with a column of JMRAM memory cells in the array, and the bit-read current $I_{br}$ can correspond to a bit-read current associated with the column of JMRAM memory cells in the array. In a similar manner,
the bit-write and bit-read lines BLW and BLR can likewise be coupled to adjacent JMRAM memory cells in a given column above and below the JMRAM memory cell 10. Thus, the bit-write and bit-read currents $I_{WR}$ and $I_{BR}$ flow through all of the JMRAM memory cell systems in the column, including the JMRAM memory cell 10, during the respective data write and data read operations.

[0020] The JMRAM memory cell 10 also includes a phase hysteretic magnetic Josephson junction (PHMJJ) 12 that is configured to store a digital state corresponding to one of a first binary state (e.g., logic-1) or a second binary state (e.g., logic-0). As an example, the PHMJJ 12 can include ferromagnetic materials in associated barriers to be configured as a switchable $\pi$-junction. The PHMJJ 12 can include outer layers of superconducting material, such as Niobium (Nb), and one or more internal thin film layers of ferromagnetic materials. As an example, the thin film layers of ferromagnetic materials can include one or more "hard" ferromagnetic layers having a substantially fixed magnetic field and one or more "soft" ferromagnetic layers that can be changed as a result of magnetic fields generated locally by orthogonal electrical currents. Additionally, the PHMJJ 12 can include one or more additional layers, such as oxide layers, that are interleaved with the superconducting and/or ferromagnetic layers. Furthermore, the JMRAM memory cell 10 can include at least one Josephson junction 14 that can be triggered during the data read operation in response to the respective word-read and bit-read currents $I_{WR}$ and $I_{BR}$ to indicate that the PHMJJ 12 is in the first binary state, or not triggered to indicate that the PHMJJ 12 is in the second binary state, as described in greater detail herein.

[0021] In response to the magnetic fields generated locally by orthogonal electrical currents, the PHMJJ 12 can be set to a $\pi$-state in which the PHMJJ 12 generates a superconducting phase. As described herein, the "superconducting phase" generates a spontaneous supercurrent in any superconducting loop through the PHMJJ 12, with the supercurrent having a magnitude that is approximately equal to one-half a superconductor flux quantum divided by an inductance term. As described in greater detail herein, the supercurrent can combine with the respective word-read and bit-read currents $I_{WR}$ and $I_{BR}$ to indicate the digital state of the PHMJJ 12.
In memory cells that implement a PHMJJ, when the state of the PHMJJ is set to a predetermined logic state (e.g., a logic-1 state), the direction of the superconducting phase, and thus whether the PHMJJ is in a positive $\pi$-state or a negative $\pi$-state can be unpredictable (e.g., based on a substantially constant application of a respective bit-read current as a bias current). Additionally, in the positive $\pi$-state, relatively greater margins can be achieved with respect to the amplitude of the respective word-read and bit-read currents during the data read operation relative to the threshold currents of associated Josephson junction(s). However, in the negative $\pi$-state, the associated PHMJJ can exhibit relatively smaller margins with respect to the amplitude of the respective word-read and bit-read currents during the data read operation relative to the threshold currents of the associated Josephson junction(s). Thus, in the negative $\pi$-state, the smaller margins can provide unreliability of a given memory cell that implements a PHMJJ during a data read operation, and can thus result in unpredictability in reading the digital state.

To provide predictable setting of the PHMJJ 12 in the positive $\pi$-state during a data write operation in which the PHMJJ 12 stores the first binary state, the JMRAM memory cell 10 includes a directional write element 16. The directional write element 16 is configured to generate a directional bias current through the PHMJJ 12 during the data write operation to set the PHMJJ 12 to the positive $\pi$-state corresponding to the first binary state. For example, the directional write element 16 can be configured as a transformer that is configured to generate the directional bias current through the PHMJJ 12 based on one of the word-read current $I_{wR}$ and the word-write current $I_{ww}$ during the data write operation. Accordingly, when the PHMJJ 12 is to store the first binary state during a data write operation, the PHMJJ 12 can be consistently set to the positive $\pi$-state, such that relatively greater margins can be achieved with respect to the amplitude of the respective word-read and bit-read currents $I_{wR}$ and $I_{bR}$ during the data read operation relative to the threshold currents of the Josephson junction(s) 14 to read the digital state from the JMRAM memory cell 10.

FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a JMRAM memory cell circuit 50. As an example, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 can correspond to one of a plurality of JMRAM
memory cells that are arranged in an array as rows and columns, as described in greater detail herein. The JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 can correspond to the JMRAM memory cell 10 in the example of FIG. 1.

The JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 includes a word-write line WLW and a word-read line WLR that each pass through the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50. The word-write line WLW conducts a word-write current $I_{w,w}$ during a data write operation and the word-read line WLR conducts a word-read current $I_{w,r}$ during a data read operation. As an example, the word-write current $I_{w,w}$ can correspond to a word-write current associated with a row of JMRAM memory cells in an array, and the word-read current $I_{w,r}$ can correspond to a word-read current associated with the row of JMRAM memory cells in the array. For example, the word-write and word-read lines WLW and WLR can likewise be coupled to adjacent JMRAM memory cells in a given row on either side of the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50. Thus, the word-read and word-write currents $I_{w,w}$ and $I_{w,r}$ flow through all of the JMRAM memory cell systems in the row, including the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50, during the respective data write and data read operations.

Similarly, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 includes a bit-write line BLW and a bit-read line BLR that each pass through the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50. The bit-write line BLW conducts a bit-write current $I_{b,w}$ during the data write operation and the bit-read line BLR conducts a bit-read current $I_{b,r}$ during the data read operation. As an example, the bit-write current $I_{b,w}$ can correspond to a bit-write current associated with a column of JMRAM memory cells in the array, and the bit-read current $I_{b,r}$ can correspond to a bit-read current associated with the column of JMRAM memory cells in the array. In a similar manner, the bit-write and bit-read lines BLW and BLR can likewise be coupled to adjacent JMRAM memory cells in a given column above and below the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50. Thus, the bit-read and bit-write currents $I_{b,w}$ and $I_{b,r}$ flow through all of the JMRAM memory cell systems in the column, including the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50, during the respective data write and data read operations.
The JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 also includes a PHMJJ 52 that is configured to store a digital state corresponding to one of the first binary state (e.g., logic-1) or the second binary state (e.g., logic-0), and can be arranged substantially similar to the PHMJJ 12 described previously in the example of FIG. 1. In the example of FIG. 2, the word-write line WLW and the bit-write line BLW are demonstrated as magnetically coupled to the PHMJJ 52, such that the magnetic field orientation of the one or more ferromagnetic layers of the PHMJJ 52 can be changed as a result of magnetic fields that are generated locally by the word-write current Iww and the bit-write current Ibw. Therefore, based on the configuration of the PHMJJ 52, the word-write current Iww and the bit-write current Ibw can generate the magnetic field to set the digital state of the PHMJJ 52 to the first binary state or the second binary state using magneto-current states of the PHMJJ 52, such as based on the respective directions of current flow during a data write operation. A variety of ways of writing the digital state of the PHMJJ 52 can be implemented based on the current directions, durations, and/or amplitudes of the word-write current Iww and the bit-write current Ibw. As described in greater detail herein, in response to the data write operation, the PHMJJ 52 can have a superconducting phase that can be associated with a stable π-state (e.g., a positive π-state resulting in a positive superconducting phase) corresponding to the first binary state, or can be associated with a stable zero state (e.g., zero superconducting phase) corresponding to the second binary state.

In addition, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 includes a first Josephson junction 54 and a second Josephson junction 56. The Josephson junctions 54 and 56 are arranged in a loop with respect to the PHMJJ 52, and are coupled to the bit-read line BLR at a node 58. As described in greater detail herein, the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 can be implemented in a data read operation to indicate the stored digital state of the PHMJJ 52. For example, the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 can be triggered during the data read operation in response to the respective word-read and bit-read currents IwR and IbR, as well as a predetermined direction of the superconducting phase associated with the PHMJJ 52, to indicate that the PHMJJ 52 is in the first binary state, or not triggered to indicate that the PHMJJ 52 is in the second binary state, as described in greater detail herein.
In the example of FIG. 2, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 includes a transformer 60 that includes a primary winding $L_i$ on the word-read line WLR through which the word-read current $I_{WR}$ flows. The transformer 60 also includes a secondary winding $L_s$ that is inductively coupled to the primary winding $L_i$ and is arranged in parallel with the PHMJJ 52. As one example, the transformer 60 can correspond to the directional write element 16 in the example of FIG. 1. For example, during a data write operation in which the first logic state (e.g., a logic-1) is to be written to the PHMJJ 52, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ can be provided on the word-read line WLR, and thus through the primary winding $L_i$, to induce a current $I_T$ that is provided via the secondary winding $L_s$. The current $I_T$ can be divided, such that a first portion of the current $I_T$ can flow through the PHMJJ 52 as a directional bias current $I_D$ and a second portion can flow through the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 as a current $I_T-I_D$. The current $I_T$ can have a predetermined amplitude that is set to avoid triggering the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 via the current $I_T-I_D$ during the data write operation described herein. The directional bias current $I_D$ can thus flow a predetermined direction through the PHMJJ 52. Therefore, the magnetic coupling of the word-write current $I_{WW}$ and the bit-write current $I_{BW}$ can set the magnetic state of the PHMJJ 52, while the directional bias current $I_D$ concurrently biases the PHMJJ 52 to force the directionality of the phase of the PHMJJ 52 in a predetermined direction. As a result, the PHMJJ 52 can be forced into being set in the positive $\pi$-state in response to the directional bias current $I_D$.

In addition to the word-read current $I_{WR}$ being provided in the data write operation to generate the directional bias current $I_D$, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ can also be provided on the word-read line WLR during the data read operation to bias the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 to read the digital state of the PHMJJ 52. As described herein, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ being provided to the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 can refer to the word-read current $I_{WR}$ being provided to the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 directly or inductively, as described in the example of FIG. 2. In the example of FIG. 2, the bit-read line BLR is coupled to a node 62 between the secondary winding $L_s$ and the Josephson junction 54, such that the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ enters the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 at the node 5. The bit-read line BLR is also
coupled to the node 58 corresponding to an output of the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 between the Josephson junctions 54 and 56, such that the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ exits the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 from the node 58.

[0031] The digital state of the PHMJJ 52 can be read from the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 in response to the word-read current $I_{WR}$ and the bit-read current $I_{BR}$. Specifically, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ can be provided on the word-read line WLR to select the row of JMRAM memory cells in the associated memory array. As an example, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ flows through the primary winding $L_{1}$ of the transformer 60 as a current pulse. The current pulse of the word-read current $I_{WR}$ is thus inductively provided to the PHMJJ 52 and the Josephson junctions 54 and 56, and the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ is provided at the node 62. Therefore, the current induced by the word-read current $I_{WR}$ via the secondary winding $L_{2}$ is added to the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ based on the direction of current flow of the word-read current $I_{WR}$. The stored binary digital state of the PHMJJ 52 can be determinative of the critical current necessary to trigger the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 based on the superconducting phase that can be provided by the PHMJJ 52.

[0032] For example, if the PHMJJ 52 is in the zero state, and thus stores the second binary state (e.g., logic-0), the PHMJJ 52 is in a substantially minimum Josephson energy ground state that does not provide superconducting phase. Therefore, the added magnitude of the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ and the word-read current $I_{WR}$, as provided to the Josephson junctions 54 and 56, is not sufficient to trigger the Josephson junctions 54 and 56. Accordingly, a voltage on the bit-read line BLR can remain at a substantially decreased magnitude (e.g., zero volts) to indicate the second binary state. However, as another example, if the PHMJJ 52 is in the positive $\pi$-state, and thus stores the first binary state (e.g., logic-1), the PHMJJ 52, having relaxed to a substantially minimum Josephson energy from its zero-phase substantially maximal Josephson energy, provides a superconducting phase in the predetermined direction dictated by the positive $\pi$-state that adds supercurrent (demonstrated herein as a current $I_{s}$) to the magnitude of the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ and the word-read current $I_{WR}$. Therefore, the contribution of the superconducting phase, the bit-read current $I_{BR}$, and the word-read current $I_{WR}$, as provided to the
Josephson junctions 54 and 56, is sufficient to trigger the Josephson junctions 54 and 56. Accordingly, the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 can trigger in an oscillatory manner to increase the voltage on the bit-read line BLR to indicate the first binary state.

[0033] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a timing diagram 100. The timing diagram 100 can correspond to a data write operation in which the first binary state (e.g., logic-1) is written to the PHMJJ 52 in the example of FIG. 2. Therefore, reference is to be made to the example of FIG. 2 in the following description of the example of FIG. 3. The data write operation described in the example of FIG. 3 is provided as a toggle write operation. However, it is to be understood that other types of write operations can be implemented in the data write operation to write the first binary state to the PHMJJ 52. In addition, the amplitudes of the signals are demonstrated at arbitrary values, and are not intended to be to scale with respect to each other, but only to provide relative values for each respective one of the signals at a given time.

[0034] Prior to a time T0, the bit-read current \( I_{BR} \) can be provided at a predetermined amplitude on the bit-read line BLR. As an example, the bit-read current \( I_{BR} \) can be provided substantially constantly through the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50. At the time T0, the word-read current \( I_{WR} \) can be applied on the word-read WLR. In response, based on the inductive coupling of the transformer 60, a read bias current (e.g., the current \( I_7 \)) is generated to flow through the secondary winding \( L_2 \), thus providing the directional bias current \( I_D \) through the PHMJJ 52. Accordingly, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 can be read in a data read operation prior to the data write operation to determine the stored digital state in the PHMJJ 52 (e.g., via a sense amplifier), and thus in the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50, for the toggle data write operation. As an example, the associated sense amplifier can determine that the PHMJJ 52 stores the second binary state, and thus it is necessary to change the digital state from the second binary state to the first binary state. At a time Ti, the word-read current \( I_{WR} \), and thus also the current \( I_T \) and the resulting directional bias current \( I_D \), is deactivated to cease the data read operation.

[0035] At a time \( T_2 \), the data write operation begins. The word-write current \( I_{WW} \) is provided on the word-write line WLW to provide a half-select magnetic field with respect to the
PHMJJ 52 based on the magnetic coupling of the word-write line WLW and the PHMJJ 52. As an example, the word-write current $I_{W,w}$ can be provided to select an entire row of an array of JMRAM memory cells, with the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 being one of the JMRAM memory cells in the row. In addition, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ is provided on the word-read line WLR. In response, based on the inductive coupling of the transformer 60, the directional bias current $I_{D}$ is likewise generated as a portion of the current $I_{T}$ to flow through the secondary winding L2. Therefore, the directional bias current $I_{D}$ is provided through the PHMJJ 52 in a predetermined direction to force the PHMJJ 52 to be set in the positive $\pi$-state. As an example, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ can be provided at a predetermined amplitude, such that the amplitude of the directional bias current $I_{D}$ can be sufficiently small to prevent triggering of the Josephson junctions 54 and 56.

[0036] At a time $T_3$, the bit-write current $\frac{1}{4}I_{w}$ is provided on the bit-write line BLW. Therefore, the bit-write current $I_{B,w}$ can provide a half-select magnetic field with respect to the PHMJJ 52 based on the magnetic coupling of the bit-write line BLW and the PHMJJ 52. As a result, beginning at the time $T_3$, the PHMJJ 52 can be provided a full-select magnetic field, such that the magnetic orientation soft ferromagnetic layers of the PHMJJ 52 can be changed as a result of the magnetic fields provided by the word-write current $I_{W,w}$ and the bit-write current $I_{BW}$. Accordingly, the digital state of the PHMJJ 52 can be changed from the second binary state to the first binary state, and thus from the zero stable state (e.g., ground state) to the $\pi$-state. Additionally, because the directional bias current $I_{D}$ is provided through the PHMJJ 52 in the predetermined direction, the PHMJJ 52 can be switched to the positive $\pi$-state, such that the superconducting phase of the PHMJJ 52 is provided in a predetermined direction with respect to the current directions of the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ and the word-read current $I_{WR}$.

[0037] At the time $T_4$, the word-write current $I_{W,w}$ is deactivated. Therefore, the magnetic field that is provided to the PHMJJ 52 based on the magnetic coupling of the word-write line WLW to the PHMJJ 52 is deactivated. As a result, a half-select magnetic field is provided to the PHMJJ 52 via the bit-write current $I_{BW}$ based on the magnetic coupling of the bit-write line BLW and the PHMJJ 52. At a time $T_5$, the bit-write current $I_{BW}$ is deactivated, thus
deactivating the magnetic field provided to the PHMJJ 52 entirely. Additionally, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ is likewise deactivated, thus also deactivating the directional bias current $I_B$ based on the inductive coupling of the word-read current $I_{WR}$ via the transformer 60. Therefore, the data write operation is concluded, at which time the PHMJJ 52 stores the first binary state based on having a positive $\pi$-state to provide the superconducting phase in a predetermined direction with respect to the current directions of the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ and the word-read current $I_{WR}$.

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a diagram 150 of readout of the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50. The JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 is demonstrated in the example of FIG. 4 as excluding the bit-write line BLW and the word-write line WLW for simplicity. In the example of FIG. 4, the PHMJJ 52 is in a zero state, and thus stores the second binary state (e.g., logic-0). As a result, in the example of FIG. 4, the PHMJJ 52 provides a magnitude zero superconducting phase (i.e., no superconducting phase).

The word-read current $I_{WR}$ flows through the primary winding $L_1$ of the transformer 60 (e.g., as a current pulse), and is thus inductively provided to the PHMJJ 52 and the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 via a read current $I_R$ that is generated in the secondary winding $L_2$. Additionally, the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ is provided to the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 at the node 62. Therefore, the read current $I_R$ induced by the word-read current $I_{WR}$ via the secondary winding $L_2$ is added to a portion of the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ based on the direction of current flow of the word-read current $I_{WR}$. In the example of FIG. 4, the induced word-read current $I_{WR}$ and the portion of the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ are combined to provide a first current loop $I_1$ that flows through the PHMJJ 52 and the secondary winding $L_2$ and a second current loop $I_2$ that flows through the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 and the secondary winding $L_2$. Because the PHMJJ 52 does not provide any superconducting phase, a portion of both the induced word-read current $I_{WR}$ and the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ flows through the PHMJJ 52 (i.e., the current loop $I_1$ in the example of FIG. 4). Therefore, this portion of both the induced word-read current $I_{WR}$ and the bit-read current $I_{BR}$ that flows through the PHMJJ 52 is diverted away from flowing through the Josephson junctions 54 and 56, leaving only the portion of the current loop $I_2$ as a sense current flowing through the Josephson junctions 54 and 56. The current loop $I_2$ can thus have a
magnitude that is less than the critical current of the Josephson junctions 54 and 56, and is thus insufficient to trigger the Josephson junctions 54 and 56. Accordingly, a voltage that is measured on the bit-read line BLR maintains a substantially lesser magnitude (e.g., zero volts) to indicate the second binary state that is stored in the PHMJJ 52.

FIG. 5 illustrates another example of a diagram 200 of readout of the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50. Similar to as described previously in the example of FIG. 4, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 is demonstrated in the example of FIG. 5 as excluding the bit-write line BLW and the word-write line WLW for simplicity. In the example of FIG. 5, the PHMJJ 52 is in the positive π-state, and thus stores the first binary state (e.g., logic-1). As a result, in the example of FIG. 5, the PHMJJ 52 provides a superconducting phase that is demonstrated diagrammatically as a current Iₓ provided in a predetermined direction based on application of the directional bias current Iₒ during the data write operation.

Similar to as described previously, the read current Iᵣ is added to the portion of the bit-read current Iᵦ based on the direction of current flow of the word-read current Iᵦ. However, because the PHMJJ 52 is in the positive π-state, and thus produces the superconducting phase demonstrated by the current Iₓ, the combined read current Iᵣ and bit-read current Iᵦ are suppressed from flowing through the PHMJJ 52. Therefore, substantially all of the combined read current Iᵣ and portion of the bit-read current ¾ᵣ flows through the Josephson junctions 54 and 56. In the example of FIG. 5, the read current Iᵣ, the bit-read current Iᵦ, and the superconducting phase current Iₓ are combined to provide a first current loop L₁ that flows through the PHMJJ 52 and the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 and a second current loop L that flows through the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 and the secondary winding L₂. As an example, the first current loop L₁ can correspond to the current Iₓ flowing as a supercurrent loop through the PHMJJ 52 and the Josephson junctions 54 and 56, and the second current loop L₁ can correspond to a sum of the read current Iᵣ and bit-read current Iᵦ. Because the first and second current loops L₁ and L are combined to flow through the Josephson junctions 54 and 56, the combined first and second current loops L₁ and L can have a magnitude that is greater than the critical current of the Josephson junction 56, and is thus sufficient to trigger the Josephson
junction 56. In response, the Josephson junction 56 can trigger to generate a voltage pulse on the bit-read line BLR. The triggering of the Josephson junction 56 can thus cause the Josephson junction 54 to trigger, which can thus continue to provide sequential triggering between the Josephson junctions 54 and 56 in an oscillatory manner to substantially maintain the voltage pulses on the bit-read line BLR. Accordingly, the substantially increased voltage provided by the voltage pulses on the bit-read line BLR can indicate the first binary state that is stored in the PHMJJ 52.

[0042] It is to be understood that the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 is not intended to be limited to the example of FIGS. 2 through 5. As an example, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 is demonstrated diagrammatically, such that the arrangement of the word-lines WLR and WLW and the bit-lines BLR and BLW with respect to each other and to the PHMJJ 52 can vary. For example, the configuration of the word-write line WLW and the bit-write line BLW can be such that the direction of current flow of the word-write current $I_{ww}$ and the bit-write current $I_{ww}$ can be opposite to store the digital state in the PHMJJ 52. In addition, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 is not limited to implementing a pair of Josephson junctions 54 and 56 in parallel with the PHMJJ 52, but could instead implement additional Josephson junctions or a single Josephson junction or could be configured as a variety of other arrangements. Accordingly, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 can be configured in a variety of ways.

[0043] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a JMRAM memory cell circuit 250. As an example, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 can correspond to one of a plurality of JMRAM memory cells that are arranged in an array as rows and columns, as described in greater detail herein. The JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 can correspond to the JMRAM memory cell 10 in the example of FIG. 1.

[0044] The JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 can be configured substantially similar to the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 in the example of FIG. 2. The JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 includes a word-write line WLW and a word-read line WLR that each pass through the JMRAM memory cell circuit 250. The word-write line WLW conducts a word-write current $I_{ww}$ during a data write operation and the word-read line WLR conducts a word-read current $I_{wR}$
during a data read operation. Similarly, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 includes a bit-
write line BLW and a bit-read line BLR that each pass through the JMRAM memory cell
circuit 250. The bit-write line BLW conducts a bit-write current \( I_{BW} \) during the data write
operation and the bit-read line BLR conducts a bit-read current \( I_{BR} \) during the data read
operation. The JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 also includes a PHMJJ 252 that is configured
to store a digital state corresponding to one of the first binary state (e.g., logic-1) or the second
binary state (e.g., logic-0). In the example of FIG. 6, the word-write line WLW and the bit-write
line BLW are demonstrated as magnetically coupled to the PHMJJ 252, similar to as described
previously. Therefore, based on the configuration of the PHMJJ 252, the word-write current \( I_{WW} \)
and the bit-write current \( I_{BW} \) can generate the magnetic field to set the digital state of the
PHMJJ 252 to the first binary state or the second binary state using magneto-current states of the
PHMJJ 252, such as based on the respective directions of current flow during a data write
operation.

In addition, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 includes a first Josephson
junction 254 and a second Josephson junction 256. The Josephson junctions 254 and 256 are
arranged in a loop with respect to the PHMJJ 252, and are coupled to the bit-read line BLR at a
node 258. For example, the Josephson junctions 254 and 256 can be triggered during the data
read operation in response to the respective word-read and bit-read currents \( I_{WR} \) and \( I_{BR} \) as
well as a predetermined direction of the superconducting phase associated with the PHMJJ 252, to
indicate that the PHMJJ 252 is in the first binary state, or not triggered to indicate that the
PHMJJ 252 is in the second binary state, as described in greater detail herein.

In the example of FIG. 6, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 includes a first
transformer 260 that includes a primary winding \( L_i \) on the word-read line WLR through which
the word-read current \( I_{WR} \) flows. The first transformer 260 also includes a secondary winding
\( L_s \) that is inductively coupled to the primary winding \( L_i \) and is arranged in parallel with the
PHMJJ 252. The first transformer 260 can thus provide the read current \( I_R \) during the data read
operation, similar to as described previously in the examples of FIGS. 4 and 5. Additionally, the
JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 includes a second transformer 262 that includes a primary
winding \( L_3 \) on the word-write line WLW through which the word-write current \( I_{\text{WW}} \) flows. The second transformer 262 also includes a secondary winding \( L_4 \) that is inductively coupled to the primary winding \( L_3 \) and is arranged in series with the PHMJJ 252. As an example, the second transformer 262 can correspond to the directional write element 16 in the example of FIG. 1. While the example of FIG. 6 demonstrates that the second transformer 262 is arranged such that the word-write current \( I_{\text{WW}} \) flows through the primary winding \( L_3 \) on the word-write line WLW, it is to be understood that the secondary transformer 262 can be alternatively arranged. For example, the second transformer 262 can instead be arranged such that the bit-write current \( \frac{3}{4}w \) flows through the primary winding \( L_3 \) on the bit-write line BLW.

[0047] For example, during a data write operation in which the first logic state (e.g., a logic-1) is to be written to the PHMJJ 252, the word-write current \( I_{\text{WW}} \) can be provided on the word-write line WLW, and thus through the primary winding \( L_3 \), to induce a directional bias current \( I_D \) that is provided via the secondary winding \( L_4 \). As another example, as described previously, the primary winding \( L_3 \) can instead be arranged on the bit-write line BLW, such that the bit-write current \( \frac{3}{4}w \) can be provided through the primary winding \( L_3 \) to induce the directional bias current \( I_D \) via the secondary winding \( L_4 \). The directional bias current \( I_D \) can have a predetermined amplitude that is set to avoid triggering the Josephson junctions 254 and 256 during the data write operation described herein.

[0048] The directional bias current \( I_D \) can thus flow through the PHMJJ 252 in a predetermined direction. As an example, the directional bias current \( I_D \) can be provided through the PHMJJ 252 during substantially the entirety of the data write operation, and thus during the time that the PHMJJ 252 transitions to the \( \pi \)-state (e.g., as opposed to the example of FIG. 3). Therefore, the magnetic coupling of the word-write current \( I_{\text{WW}} \) and the bit-write current \( I_{\text{BW}} \) can set the magnetic state of the PHMJJ 252, while the directional bias current \( I_D \) concurrently biases the PHMJJ 252 to force the directionality of the flux of the PHMJJ 252 in a predetermined direction. As a result, the PHMJJ 252 can be forced into being set in the positive \( \pi \)-state in response to the directional bias current \( I_D \). Accordingly, the JMRAM memory cell circuit 250
can be read during the data read operation in a manner substantially similar to as described previously in the examples of FIGS. 4 and 5.

[0049] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a Josephson magnetic random access memory (JMRAM) system 300. The JMRAM system 300 can be implemented as a memory structure in a variety of computing applications.

[0050] The JMRAM system 300 is demonstrated in the example of FIG. 7 as being arranged as an array of JMRAM memory cells 302. Specifically, the JMRAM memory cells 302 are arranged in rows 304 that each correspond to a data word, demonstrated as WORD 1 through WORD Y, where Y is an integer greater than 1. Each of the rows 304 includes a set of JMRAM memory cells 302 that form X columns 306 across the rows 304, with the JMRAM memory cells 302 in WORD 1 being demonstrated in the example of FIG. 7 as C1 to CX, where X is an integer greater than 1. Therefore, each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 in the array of the JMRAM system 300 can be individually addressable by row 304 and column 306.

[0051] In the example of FIG. 7, each of the rows 304 is demonstrated as having an associated word-write line 308 and word-read line 310, demonstrated as WLWi and WLRi through WLWy and WLRy, respectively. The word-write line 308 and word-read line 310 can be inductively and/or magnetically coupled to each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 in each of the rows 304 of the JMRAM system 300. In addition, each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 is demonstrated as having an associated bit-write line 312 and bit-read line 314, demonstrated as BLWi and BLRi through BLWx and BLRx, respectively. The bit-write line 312 and bit-read line 314 can be coupled to each corresponding numbered JMRAM memory cell 302 in each of the rows 304 of the JMRAM system 300, such that the JMRAM memory cells 302 in each column 306 are arranged in series with respect to the bit-write line 312 and bit-read line 314. Although the example of FIG. 7 describes that the word-write lines 308 and word-read lines 310 and the bit-write lines 312 and bit-read lines 314 are arranged in series with other adjacent JMRAM memory cells in the respective row and column, the word-write lines 308 and word-read lines 310 and the bit-write lines 312 and bit-read lines 314 could instead be dedicated with respect to each JMRAM memory cell 302.
Each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 is configured to store a single bit of data. Specifically, each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 can include at least one PHMJ that can be configured to store a digital state corresponding to a first binary state (e.g., logic-1) or a second binary state (e.g., logic-0). The digital state can be set in response to a word-write current that is provided on the respective word-write line 308 and a bit-write current that is provided on the respective bit-write line 312. Additionally, each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 can include a directional write element, such as a transformer, that can be configured to generate a directional bias current through the respective PHMJ to force the PHMJ to be set to the positive $\pi$-state in the first binary state. As an example, each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 can be configured substantially similar to the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 in the example of FIG. 2 or the JMRAM memory cell circuit 250 in the example of FIG. 6.

Similarly, the respective digital state that is stored in each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 can be read from the JMRAM memory cells 302 based on a word-read current that is provided on the respective word-read line 310 to select a given one of the rows 304 and a bit-read current that is provided on the respective bit-read line 314. Specifically, the bit-read line 314 of each of the columns 306 is coupled to a sense register 316 that is configured to measure the respective bit-read line 314 to determine whether digital state of each of the JMRAM memory cells 302 of an associated row 304 correspond to the first binary state or the second binary state in response to the word-read current and the bit-read current during a data read operation. As an example, the sense register 316 can measure a voltage or a current associated with the bit-read line 314, as described in greater detail herein.

FIG. 8 illustrates another example of a JMRAM system 350. The JMRAM system 350 can be configured similar to the JMRAM system 350 in the example of FIG. 7. Thus, reference is to be made to the example of FIG. 7 in the following description of the example of FIG. 8. Specifically, the example of FIG. 8 demonstrates a data read operation in which data is read from the JMRAM system 350.

The JMRAM system 350 is demonstrated in the example of FIG. 8 as being arranged as an array of JMRAM memory cells 352. Specifically, the JMRAM memory cells 352
are arranged in rows 354 that each correspond to a data WORD 1 through Y, where Y is an integer greater than 1. Each of the rows 354 includes a set of JMRAM memory cells 352 that form X columns 356 across the rows 354, where X is an integer greater than 1. In the example of FIG. 8, each of the demonstrated JMRAM memory cells 352 is designated by column and row, from C_i to C_{X,Y}.

In the example of FIG. 8, the JMRAM memory cells 352 corresponding to JMRAM memory cells C_{i,j} and C_{x,i} are demonstrated in greater detail. Specifically, similar to the JMRAM memory cell circuit 50 in the example of FIG. 7, the JMRAM memory cells C_{i,j} and C_{x,i} include transformers that include primary windings L_{i,-1} and L_{i,x}, respectively, and secondary windings L_{2,i} and L_{2,x}, respectively. The JMRAM memory cells C_{i,j} and C_{x,i} also each include a PHMJJ 358 in parallel with a pair of Josephson junctions 360 and 362. It is to be understood that the JMRAM memory cells C_{i,j} and C_{x,i} can also include word-write and bit-write lines, similar to as demonstrated in the example of FIG. 7, but have been omitted from the example of FIG. 8 for brevity. Additionally, the JMRAM memory cells C_{i,j} and C_{x,i} can also include directional write elements, which can be the demonstrated transformers or a separate transformer having a primary winding associated with the word-write line and a secondary winding that is arranged in series with the PHMJJ 358.

The JMRAM system 350 also includes a word-read line 364, demonstrated as WLR_i, thus corresponding to the 1st row 354, which passes through the primary windings L_{i,x} and L_{i,j} of the JMRAM memory cells C_{x,j} and C_{i,j}, respectively. The JMRAM system 350 also includes bit-read lines 366, demonstrated as BLRx and BLR_i, thus corresponding to the Xth and 1st columns 356, respectively. The bit-read lines 366 are demonstrated as coupled to the PHMJJ s 358. It is to be understood that, while the example of FIG. 8 only demonstrates the word-read line WLR_i and the bit-read lines BLRx and BLR_i, the JMRAM system 350 also includes additional word-read lines 364 for each of the rows 354 and additional bit-read lines 366 for each of the columns 356.

The word-read line WLR_i conducts a word-read current pulse IWR that passes through the 1st row 354, including the JMRAM memory cells C_{x,j} and C_{i,j} which selects the 1st
row 354 for reading. As a result, the word-read current $I_{WR}$ induces a current pulse from the primary windings $L_{1,1}$ and $L_{i,x}$, respectively, to the secondary windings $L_{2,y}$ and $L_{2,x}$, respectively. In addition, the bit-read lines BLRx and BLRi conduct bit-read currents $I_{BR_x}$ and $I_{BR_y}$, respectively, that pass through the $X^{th}$ and $1^{st}$ columns 356, including the JMRAM memory cells $C_{x i}$ and $C_{1,1}$. The collective current of the word-read current $I_{WR}$ and the bit-read currents $I_{BR_x}$ and $I_{BR_y}$ through the Josephson junctions 360 and 362 are demonstrated collectively in the JMRAM memory cells $C_{X,i}$ and $C_{iy}$ as sense currents $I_{s x}$ and $I_{sy}$, respectively.

In the example of FIG. 8, the PHMJJ 358 that is associated with the JMRAM memory cell $C_{x i}$ is demonstrated as storing a binary logic-1 state ($T$) and the PHMJJ 358 that is associated with the JMRAM memory cell $C_{iy}$ is demonstrated as storing a binary logic-0 state ($O'$). The digital states of the JMRAM memory cells $C_{xy}$ and $C_{iy}$, as well as the remaining JMRAM memory cells 352 in the $1^{st}$ row 354, could have been set in a previously performed data write operation. Similar to as described above in the example of FIG. 7, the PHMJJs 358 can provide a superconducting phase that affects the critical current of the Josephson junctions 360 and 362 depending on whether the PHMJJs 358 store a binary logic-1 state or a binary logic-0 state. Thus, by being set in the positive $\pi$-state, and thus by storing the binary logic-1 state, the PHMJJ 358 associated with the JMRAM memory cell $C_{xy}$ can provide a superconducting phase that generates a supercurrent that is added to the sense current $I_{sx}$ through the Josephson junctions 360 and 362, similar to as demonstrated in the example of FIG. 5. However, by storing the binary logic-0 state, the PHMJJ 358 associated with the JMRAM memory cell $C_{iy}$ can provide a zero superconducting phase, such that the sense current $I_{sy}$ through the Josephson junctions 360 and 362 is based on a portion of the added magnitudes of the word-read current $I_{WR}$ and the bit-read current $I_{BR_y}$, similar to as demonstrated in the example of FIG. 4.

Based on the respective magnitudes of the sense currents $I_{s x}$ and $I_{sy}$ in response to the respective superconducting phases of the PHMJJs 358 relative to the critical currents of the Josephson junctions 360 and 362 of the JMRAM memory cells $C_{xy}$ and $C_{iy}$, the Josephson junctions 360 and 362 of the JMRAM memory cell $C_{xy}$ trigger and the Josephson junctions 360
and 362 of the JMRAM memory cell C_{1..x} do not trigger. During the data read operation, a sense register (not shown), such as the sense register 26 in the example of FIG. 7, can monitor a voltage Vx associated with the bit-read line BLRx and a voltage Vi associated with the bit-read line BLRi. For example, the sense register can compare the voltages Vx and Vi with a threshold, such as to perform differential voltage sensing.

[0061] The Josephson junctions 360 and 362, upon triggering, can provide a voltage pulse, such that the voltage Vx can have a magnitude that is greater than the voltage Vi. Accordingly, in the example of FIG. 8, the greater magnitude of the voltage Vx and the lesser magnitude of the voltage Vi, such as relative to a threshold magnitude, can indicate that the JMRAM memory cell C_{xj} stores a binary logic-1 state and the JMRAM memory cell C_{i..i} stores a binary logic-0 state. As another example, based on the superconductivity of the bit-read line BLR, the associated sense register can be configured to measure a magnitude of the bit-read currents \( I_{bR,x} \) and \( I_{bR,i} \) to determine the digital state of the respective JMRAM memory cells C_{xj} and C_{1..t}. It is to be understood that, while the example of FIG. 8 focuses on the \( X^{th} \) and 1st columns 356, bit-read currents can be provided for all of the columns 356 therebetween, such that associated voltages on the respective bit-read lines 366 can be monitored in a similar manner. Accordingly, the entire data word associated with the 1st row 354 can be concurrently read during the data read operation. In this manner, the JMRAM memory cells 352 in any of the rows 354 can be read during the data read operation, as described in the example of FIG. 8.

[0062] In view of the foregoing structural and functional features described above, a methodology in accordance with various aspects of the present invention will be better appreciated with reference to FIG. 9. While, for purposes of simplicity of explanation, the methodology of FIG. 9 is shown and described as executing serially, it is to be understood and appreciated that the present invention is not limited by the illustrated order, as some aspects could, in accordance with the present invention, occur in different orders and/or concurrently with other aspects from that shown and described herein. Moreover, not all illustrated features may be required to implement a methodology in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.
FIG. 9 illustrates an example of a method 400 for writing a digital state to a JMRAM memory cell (e.g., the JMRAM memory cell 10) in a JMRAM system (e.g., the JMRAM memory system 300) during a data write operation. At 402, a word-write current (e.g., the word-write current $I_{ww}$) is generated on a word-write line (e.g., the word-write line WLW) to select a respective one of a plurality of rows (e.g., the rows 304) of an array of JMRAM memory cells. Each of the JMRAM memory cells includes a PHMJJ (e.g., the PHMJJ 12) that is magnetically coupled to the word-write line and to a bit-write line (e.g., the bit-write line BLW) and that is configured to store the digital state corresponding to one of a first binary state (e.g., logic-1) and a second binary state (e.g., logic-0). At 404, a bit-write current (e.g., the bit-write current $I_{BW}$) is generated on the bit-write line associated with each of a plurality of columns (e.g., the columns 306) of the array of JMRAM memory cells. The digital state of the PHMJJ can be set in response to the word-write current and the bit-write current. At 406, a directional bias current (e.g., the directional bias current $I_{D}$) is generated through the PHMJJ in a predetermined direction during the data write operation to set the digital state of the PHMJJ in the first binary state. The directional bias current can provide a superconducting phase (e.g., the current $I_a$) of the PHMJJ corresponding to the first binary state.

What have been described above are examples of the invention. It is, of course, not possible to describe every conceivable combination of components or methodologies for purposes of describing the invention, but one of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that many further combinations and permutations of the invention are possible. Accordingly, the invention is intended to embrace all such alterations, modifications, and variations that fall within the scope of this application, including the appended claims.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A JMRAM memory cell comprising:
   a phase hysteretic magnetic Josephson junction (PHMJJ) that is configured to store one of a first binary state and a second binary state in response to a write current provided during a data write operation and to provide a superconducting phase based on the stored digital state;
   a directional write element configured to provide a directional bias current during the data write operation to provide the superconducting phase of the PHMJJ in a predetermined direction corresponding to the first binary state; and
   at least one Josephson junction having a critical current that is based on the superconducting phase of the PHMJJ and being configured to provide an output corresponding to the stored digital state in response to a read current that is provided during a read operation.

2. The JMRAM memory cell of claim 1, wherein the directional write element is configured as at least one transformer configured to inductively couple the read current from a primary winding to a secondary winding of the at least one transformer to provide the directional bias current through the PHMJJ in response to the read current during the data write operation.

3. The JMRAM memory cell of claim 1, wherein the directional write element is configured as at least one transformer comprising a primary winding that is coupled to one of a bit-write line and a word-write line on which the write current is provided and a secondary winding that is coupled in series with the PHMJJ, the at least one transformer being configured to inductively couple the write current through the PHMJJ to provide the directional bias current to the PHMJJ in response to the write current during the data write operation.
4. The JMRAM memory cell of claim 1, wherein the predetermined direction of the superconducting phase corresponds to a positive \( \pi \)-state of the PHMJJ with respect to the direction of the read current during the read operation.

5. The JMRAM memory cell of claim 1, wherein the PHMJJ is configured to generate the superconducting phase in response to storing the first binary state, wherein the read current combines with a supercurrent produced via the superconducting phase of the PHMJJ to trigger the at least one Josephson junction to provide a first magnitude of a voltage at an output of the JMRAM memory cell, the first magnitude of the voltage being indicative of the first binary state.

6. The JMRAM memory cell of claim 5, wherein the PHMJJ is configured to generate a zero superconducting phase in response to storing the other of the first and second binary states, wherein the combined read current and superconducting phase of the PHMJJ do not trigger the at least one Josephson junction, such that a second magnitude of the voltage is provided at the output, the second magnitude of the voltage being indicative of the other of the first and second binary states.

7. The JMRAM memory cell of claim 5, wherein the at least one Josephson junction is arranged as a pair of Josephson junctions, wherein in response to the PHMJJ storing the first binary state, the read current triggers the pair of Josephson junctions in an oscillatory manner to provide the first magnitude of the voltage at the output.

8. A Josephson magnetic random access memory (JMRAM) system comprising an array of JMRAM memory cells comprising the JMRAM memory cell of claim 1, the array of JMRAM memory cells being arranged in rows and columns, wherein the write current is a word-write current that is provided on a word-write line associated with a row of the array of JMRAM memory cells, wherein a second write current is provided on a bit-write line of the array of JMRAM memory cells as a bit-write current, wherein the read current is a word-read current that
is provided on a word-read line associated with the row of the array of JMRAM memory cells, and wherein a second read current is provided on a bit-read line as a bit-read current.

9. The JMRAM of claim 8, wherein each of the word-write line and the bit-write line associated with a given JMRAM memory cell are magnetically coupled to the PHMJJ, wherein the word-write current is provided on the word-write line through each of the JMRAM memory cells in a given one of the rows during the data write operation, and wherein the bit-write line comprises a plurality of bit-write lines that are each associated with a respective one of the columns.

10. The JMRAM of claim 8, wherein the bit-read line comprises a plurality of bit-read lines that are each associated with a respective one of the columns, each of a respective plurality of bit-read currents being provided to the at least one Josephson junction associated with each of the respective JMRAM memory cells in a given one of the rows that is selected in response to the word-read current being provided during a data read operation to provide an indication of the stored digital state of each of the PHMJJJs in the given one of the rows on the plurality of bit-read lines.

11. A method for writing a digital state to a JMRAM memory cell in a Josephson magnetic random access memory (JMRAM) system during a data write operation, the method comprising:

   generating a word-write current on a word-write line to select a respective one of a plurality of rows of an array of JMRAM memory cells, each of the JMRAM memory cells comprising a phase hysteretic magnetic Josephson junction (PHMJJ) that is magnetically coupled to the word-write line and to a bit-write line and that is configured to store the digital state corresponding to one of a first binary state and a second binary state;

   generating a bit-write current on the bit-write line associated with each of a plurality of columns of the array of JMRAM memory cells, the digital state of the PHMJJ being set in response to the word-write current and the bit-write current; and
generating a directional bias current through the PHMJJ in a predetermined direction
during the data write operation to set the digital state of the PHMJJ in the first binary state, the
directional bias current providing a superconducting phase of the PHMJJ corresponding to the
first binary state.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein generating the directional bias current comprises
generating the directional bias current via at least one transformer.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein generating the directional bias current via the at least
one transformer comprises providing a read current through a primary winding of the at least one
transformer, the primary winding being inductively coupled to a secondary winding of the at
least one transformer, the secondary winding being coupled to PHMJJ, such that the at least one
transformer induces the directional bias current through the PHMJJ in response to the read
current during the data write operation.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein generating the directional bias current via the at least
one transformer comprises providing one of the word-write current and the bit-write current
through a primary winding of the at least one transformer, the primary winding being inductively
coupled to a secondary winding of the at least one transformer, the secondary winding being
arranged in series with the PHMJJ, such that the at least one transformer induces the directional
bias current through the PHMJJ in response to the respective one of the word-write current and
the bit-write current during the data write operation.

15. The method of claim 11, wherein generating the directional bias current comprises
generating the directional bias current to set the PHMJJ in a positive $\pi$-state, such that a
supercurrent produced via the superconducting phase is substantially additive with at least one of
a word-read current associated with the plurality of rows of the array of JMRAM memory cells
and a bit-read current associated with the plurality of columns of the array of JMRAM memory
cells to trigger at least one Josephson junction associated with the JMRAM memory cell to indicate the first binary state of the PHMJJ during a data read operation.

16. A Josephson magnetic random access memory (JMRAM) array system comprising:
   a plurality of JMRAM memory cells, each of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells comprising:
   a phase hysteretic magnetic Josephson junction (PHMJJ);
   a directional write element configured to provide a directional bias current during a data write operation to set the PHMJJ in a positive π-state corresponding to a first binary state; and
   at least one Josephson junction;
   a plurality of word-write lines each configured to conduct a respective word-write current that selects a given row of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells during the data write operation;
   a plurality of bit-write lines each configured to conduct a respective bit-write current to write a digital state corresponding to one of the first binary state and a second binary state into the PHMJJ associated with each JMRAM memory cell of the given row of plurality of JMRAM memory cells, the PHMJJ being magnetically coupled to a respective one of the plurality of word-write lines and a respective one of the plurality of bit-write lines;
   a plurality of word-read lines each configured to conduct a respective word-read current that selects a given row of plurality of JMRAM memory cells during a data read operation; and
   a plurality of bit-read lines each configured to conduct a respective bit-read current through each of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells in a given column, the at least one Josephson junction providing an indication of the stored digital state during the data read operation in response to the word-read current, the bit-read current, and a superconducting phase provided by the PHMJJ.

17. The system of claim 16, wherein the directional write element in each of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells is configured as at least one transformer configured to inductively couple
the read current from a primary winding to a secondary winding of the at least one transformer to provide the directional bias current through the PHMJ in response to the read current during the data write operation.

18. The system of claim 16, wherein the directional write element in each of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells is configured as at least one transformer comprising a primary winding that is coupled to a respective one of the plurality of word-write lines and a secondary winding that is coupled in series with the PHMJ, the at least one transformer being configured to inductively couple the respective word-write current to the PHMJ to provide the directional bias current through the PHMJ in response to the word-write current during the data write operation.

19. The system of claim 16, wherein a supercurrent produced via the superconducting phase associated with a respective one of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells is substantially additive with a respective one of the plurality of word-read currents and a respective one of the plurality of bit-read currents to trigger the at least one Josephson junction associated with the respective one of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells to indicate the first binary state of the PHMJ during the data read operation.

20. The system of claim 19, further comprising a sense register configured to monitor a voltage associated with each of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells of the given row during the data read operation, the sense register being configured to detect the triggering of the at least one Josephson junction of the respective one of the plurality of JMRAM memory cells to provide the voltage having a first magnitude on an associated bit-read line on which the bit-read current is provided, the first magnitude of the voltage being indicative of the first binary state.
GENERATE A WORD-WRITE CURRENT ON A WORD-WRITE LINE TO SELECT A RESPECTIVE ONE OF A PLURALITY OF ROWS OF AN ARRAY OF JMRAM MEMORY CELLS

GENERATE A BIT-WRITE CURRENT ON THE BIT-WRITE LINE ASSOCIATED WITH EACH OF A PLURALITY OF COLUMNS OF THE ARRAY OF JMRAM MEMORY CELLS

GENERATE A DIRECTIONAL BIAS CURRENT THROUGH THE PHMJJ IN A PREDETERMINED DIRECTION DURING THE DATA WRITE OPERATION TO SET THE DIGITAL STATE OF THE PHMJJ IN THE FIRST BINARY STATE

FIG. 9